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Abstract. Three main effects that financial media have on firm value have been outlined. The first outcome is that financial media could influence the share price of a firm, and the positive news can predict higher stock price normally, and vice versa. The second demonstration shows that financial media could help the firm to disseminate brand value and employ more outstanding staff, and the assistance is more significant with local media. Additionally, financial media could increase the success rate of firm’s IPO and subsequent profits after the IPO.

1. Introduction

Financial media exists in our daily life and affecting so many aspects as other types of media do. There are numerous famous financial media platforms, such as The Financial Times, Business Week and Bloomberg News. Nearly all of them could have significant effects on firms, especially the companies that are easiest to be reported as Davis (2006) outlined - FTSE100 or S&P500, fashionable business, companies being takeovers or M&A (i.e. mergers and acquisitions) and companies in crisis.

In first sector, this essay will mainly use Davis (2006)’s concepts about differences between individual investors and institutional investors, and Griffin, Hirschey & Kelly (2011)’s hypotheses about the gap between developed markets and emerging markets to attempt to demonstrate that financial media could influence the share price of a firm, while the power of this influence can be different because of the categories of investors, scales of companies and situations of markets.

In the second part, Johnson & Scholes (2002)\textsuperscript{7} stakeholder mapping could be useful to illustrate that financial media has an essential effect on firm’s brand value and recruitment. Moreover, the third part will concentrate on illustrating the functions of media coverage about pre-Initial Public Offering on the firm’s long-term profits by referring to Liu, Sherman & Zhang (2014)’s research.

Investor relations media (IRM) is a significant element in the analysis of effects on firms that financial media caused. In this essay, IRM and investor relations offerings (IROs)\textsuperscript{8} strategies will be suggested in each part. And those suggestions are mainly about how they should do to utilise financial media most effectively to help the firm gain more profits.

2. Relationships between Financial Media and Share Price & Suggested Strategies for IRM

Financial media could influence investors’ behaviours and then affect the share price of a company. A MORI survey (2000) shows that 64% and 51% investors get useful information from
analysts and newspapers separately (see Appendix 1), and the two factors are the highest data in this survey. Normally, most analysts will publish their comments on the financial media to gain profits and their thoughts are the main sources for journalists to edit in news. Hence, financial media is a significant way to guide the investment to affect the stock price.

However, institutional investors are slightly impacted by the financial news media, since the information on print media is outdated compared with other sources that professional fund managers could gain (Davis, 2006a). Different from individual investors, institutional investors have more chances to meet senior managers in companies, thereby acquiring more specific and realistic information to guide their investment behaviours. Moreover, their knowledge in this area is deeper and wider than financial journalists (Davis, 2006a). An anonymous interview (1998) shows, numerous financial journalists have admitted that they are not professional enough. Hence, there is no reason for the majority of professional fund managers to invest as the media reported. Since institutional investors are strong part of the market that cannot be ignored, IROs should improve their skills to provide more professional and time-efficient news for IRM to attract those people.

Nevertheless, as Barber & Odean (2007) state, compared with institutional investors, individual investors will buy more noticeable shares that are disseminated by financial magazines & newspapers. Furthermore, Davis (2006) also claims that private investors are mostly rely on comments and charts designed by analysts on financial media, because private investors cannot own sources as many as institutional investors and their knowledge level about Finance is relatively lower. Indeed, in real life, individual investors would buy more shares of the company that is reported as a rising “star”, and selling shares of those firms struggled with negative press.

Tetlock, Saar-Tsechansky & Macskassy (2008) say that negative news might forebode the decrease of sales of related firms, and then affecting share price, and vice versa. With the exposure of Tesco’s accounting scandal on the media, Tesco’s share price shrunk to around 180pence on October 2014, the lowest data since it came into the market (See Appendix 2). Moreover, the famous financial media This is Money (Accessed on 10/05/2015) reported that the selling of stocks largely among private investors is one the main reasons that caused the rapid decrease of Tesco’s share price. Even though Laskin (2009) argues that private investors have little influence on share price, we should not ignore them because of the increasing number of private investors. If IROs want to maintain the share price when the negative press comes, they should reassure individual investors immediately by showing the company’s confident financial report or trying to gain as much as subsequent positive press.

However, because of the relatively higher awareness about the market among institutional investors, some wise companies’ share price may reverse quickly after the negative media report. Once the scandal appeared, most individual investors would sell their holding shares immediately, and institutional investors might buy those stocks in a correspondingly cheaper price to wait for the price claiming again (Joe, Louis & Robinson 2009). As a result, the majority of firms couldn’t ignore the development of negative elements. With the implementation of effective organisation, people will be convinced again and then the share price would reverse. Financial PR practitioners need to pay for special attentions on helping the company to avoid subsequent negative reports appear again. This is because Chan (2003) and Tetlock (2010) find, the reversing of the share price needs to obey the rule that there is no extra news about this stock.

Nevertheless, financial media is playing an active role to drive the share price up in most of the times, since financial news is relatively positive, especially the local financial media. On one hand, in the numerous types of news, financial news could earn much more than others because of the advertising fees from the firms (Curran, 1978). On the other hand, as comments form analysts are the main resource for financial news, their benefits-oriented behavioural pattern has caused an uncritical and buying recommendations system in most of the financial news (Davis, 2006a). Moreover, for the advertising income and local interests, local media may report the firm much more positively (Gurun & Butler, 2012). And local financial media could boost the individual investors to buy more shares of the company it reported (Engelberg & Parsons, 2011). Even though Laskin (2009) claims that IROs don’t spend much time on financial media, while it is rather
important to stock price. Therefore, to increase the share price and profitability of a firm, IROs should supply more positive information for the local financial media to acquire more reports about their companies.

Apart from outlined above, Huth & Maris’s (1992) study found that the share price of small companies is easier to be affected by news than big ones. This is mainly because small-firm shares attracted most individual investors (Tetlock 2007). For large firms, professional investors hold most of their shares and those people are relatively unaffected with financial media, excepting serious scandals are continually reported.

Additionally, the development of market could also influence the result of financial media caused on share price. In the majority of developed markets, share price of a company is changeful with the related media coverage. Griffin, Hirschey & Kelly (2011) suggest four reasons about this issue, the pre-dissemination of the news, insider trading, news transmission and different accounting quality. For the first reason, Givoly & Palmon (1982) claim that share price of later-reporting firms is insensitive because of the advanced information that investors gain from earlier-reporting firms. In developed regions, firms’ earnings announcements are always quicker than emerging markets’. For the second one, Griffin, Hirschey & Kelly (2011) speculate that insider trading is more frequent in emerging markets, and Bhattacharya et al. (2000)'s article has demonstrated that insider trading is the main cause for Mexico’s dampened share price reactions. However, this reason is declining because of the implementation of related laws to restrict insider trading.

After the explanation of the last two suggested reasons, the different relationships between share price and financial media in global markets are more clear and reasonable. Griffin, Hirschey & Kelly (2011) state that share price is more sensitive to financial news in a market with the higher accounting criterion and more sophisticated financial disclosure. Since under these conditions, firms’ financial status can be trustworhier. They also hold the statement that journalists in developed markets are normally more skillful to gather useful information to publish on financial media in this information-staggered world (Griffin, Hirschey & Kelly, 2011). In accordance to that, more specific information could influence share price lager.

In this part, IROs in emerging markets should improve their skills to catch up with the developed markets’ IROs firstly, and then IRM should supply more voluntary disclosure information for individual investors to establish a stable relationship with them. In doing so, to help the firm to achieve more trust among the most vulnerable investors – private ones, thereby assisting the firm to transform steadily when the whole market transferring into developed.

3. Relationships between Financial Media, Firm’s Brand Value and Recruitment & Suggestions for IRM

Earned media is the main way for companies to gain reputation, and financial news is a kind of earned media that could be useful as well. There are numerous ways for a firm to disseminate its brand value, and the most effective methods including bought media (e.g. Print advertising, Television), earned media (e.g. Reports from the third party, Comments from the public on social media) and owned media (e.g. Official website, Social media brand pages). As CIPR (Accessed on 15/05/2015) states, earned media has the highest credibility in three of them. Moreover, higher reputation could attract more investors (Helm, 2007). In that sense, IROs should attempt to communicate with financial media, especially famous media (e.g. Business Week) to supply brand value information for journalists actively to earn positive report. This could help the firm gain more reputation from the people who see the news and most of them may invest for this firm.

Additionally, the positive press from the local media could help the firm to establish a good reputation in this community and this can be useful for the firm’s recruitment. Higher reputation could help the company to employ more outstanding staff but with lower salary, and this is a significant value that taken from financial media. In accordance to Johnson & Scholes (2002)’ stakeholder mapping (see Appendix 3), employees always have high power and high interest in a company. Excellent staff could not only be strong reverse force for a company in future, but also be
opinion leaders (people who can influence the concepts in certain areas of people around them) among their families and friends. Excellent internal communication could encourage employees to behave actively and popularizing firm’s reputation simultaneously. As a result, the people around them may begin to buy the products or the shares of this company, which could increase profitability and stock price of the firm eventually.

For this sector, IRM should consider the utilisation of financial media to attract employees as a long-term benefit. Taking the information about how they encourage their staff and how many benefits that employees can get in this company into consideration, could help the firm to gain more profits from the financial media, especially the local ones.

4. Relationships between Financial Media and Firm’s IPO & Suggestions for IRM

Initial public offering (IPO) is the first sale of stocks by a private company to the public. Companies go public is mainly because they want to increase income, adding assets, spreading brand value and attracting employees. And the wide range of financial media news about pre-IPO of a firm could satisfy most of its needs in a long-term return. In line with Bushee and Miller (2012)’s survey, achieving attention from institutional investors and analysts, and earning media report are three effective methods to improve a corporation’s perceptibility. However, helping the firm to gain as much as positive financial press about pre-IPO could reach the three targets eventually. In Merton (1987)’s research, investors would prefer to invest on firms that they know or can catch their attention; especially those mentioned venture capital backing ones. Hence, increasing media coverage before IPO could attract more investors.

Furthermore, Van Nieuwerbuigh and Veldkamp (2009) claim that investors and analysts will concentrate on firms what they are familiar with continually. This means that pre-IPO media coverage could exert an enormous effect subsequently. Moreover, highly reported firms could still obtain rising focuses and supports from investors and analysts after IPOs, and the attention-degree gap between non-reported firms and highly-reported firms is widening year by year (Liu, Sherman & Zhang, 2014). Therefore, IRM should help the firm to gain more positive media coverage before its IPO, as well as, providing venture capital backing information for journalists actively when IROs communicating with media.

There are a lot of ways that financial public relations practitioners (FPRs) and IROs could do through the financial media to help the firm to improve the awareness before IPO and stabilize its condition after the IPO. They can launch events by using editorial methods, electronic ways and publications to make the event more specific. Editorial methods mean that FPRs could invite financial journalists to attend their CEO’s roadshows to increase media exposure. Cooperate with some famous national media (e.g. The Wall Street Journal) and local media (e.g. Subway Business) is an effective way to attract potential investors. Electronic ways are more visual to some extent, they can upload the process of roadshows’ video on official website and social media (e.g. You tube) to attract clicks. As for publications, this way is easier but efficient as well. IROs can publish related information on their company magazines and newspapers, or just editing them as owned financial brochures. More media coverage they achieved, higher success rate of firm’s IPO will be gained.

5. Conclusion

In this essay, three main effects that financial media have on firm value have been outlined. The first outcome is that financial media could influence the share price of a firm, and the positive news can predict higher stock price normally, and vice versa. Compared with institutional investors, private investors always behave a more obvious susceptibleness on stocks of a firm with its related financial report, because of the weaker ability to acquire useful information. Meanwhile, media news about smaller companies had a deeper impact on share price than those about larger companies. Furthermore, the higher development of the markets usually means the greater impact that financial media could exert on firms’ share price, because of the potential existence of four
elements (i.e. pre-dissemination news, insider trading, relatively lower accounting standard and not very professional journalists) in emerging markets. In this sector, IROs and IRM should focus on private investors since their investment behaviours are easier to be influenced by financial media. Providing more positive information and voluntary disclosure information for media platforms, especially local media, could help the firm to attract more individual investors. Moreover, if the firm is suffering negative news, IROs should try to help the share price reverse by communicating with journalists to avoid deeper damage and attempting to ensure no extra news being reported about the firm.

The second demonstration shows that financial media could help the firm to disseminate brand value and employ more outstanding staff, and the assistance is more significant with local media. To make it better, FPRs could provide details about how the firm encourages its stakeholders for financial media to gain more reputation and attract more investors, as well as, enhancing internal communication to stimulate employees to be opinion leaders to drive the profitability and investment from the people around them. Additionally, financial media could increase the success rate of firm’s IPO and subsequent profits after the IPO. As mentioned above, the attention from investors and analysts of a firm is positively related with the media coverage of pre-IPO, which means the large amount of media report before the IPO could not only help the firm to gain more investors to boost the IPO, but also get more attention after that. IROs in this process should use editorial, electronic, event and publications to help the firm to obtain as much as positive media press.

However, there are still a lot of other effects that financial media have on firms. IRM, as an effective tool that can help the firm to gain more benefits, which should practice continually to enhance skills to catch up with the rapidly developing market and media.
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Appendix 1

| Q What various sources of information would you say are most useful to you in your job? |
| Q Which of them would you rate as the single most useful? |
| Most useful |
| Investors | Analysts | % |
| Stockbrokers/analysts | 16% | 54% | 13 |
| Newspapers | 22% | 51% | 11 |
| News/wire services | 38% | 38% | 12 |
| Personal interviews with company officials (not PRs) | 30% | 44% | 22 |
| Annual reports | 27% | 57% | 6 |
| Base: All (Investors 104, Analysts 89), 2000 |

Appendix 2
Appendix 3
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- **High** Stakeholder Power:
  - Low Stakeholder Interest: Monitor (minimum effort)
  - High Stakeholder Interest: Keep informed
- **Low** Stakeholder Power:
  - Low Stakeholder Interest: Keep satisfied
  - High Stakeholder Interest: Manage closely